MEMORANDUM CIRCULAR No. 17
Series of 1986

TO: ALL PRIVATE PLACEMENT AGENCIES, CONSTRUCTION & SERVICE CONTRACTORS

RE: CLARIFICATORY GUIDELINES TO MEMO CIRCULAR # 5 (Series of 1986)
ON THE DEPLOYMENT OF FEMALE FILIPINO WORKERS TO THE MIDDLE EAST

Further to Memo Circular No. 5 and No. 5-A requiring that job orders or employment offers for female workers bound for the Middle East shall have the favorable endorsement of the nearest Philippine Embassy official or Labor Attache please be informed that:

1. The regulation applies to all female hirings of duly accredited as well as prospective principals functioning as foreign placement agencies or manpower suppliers.

2. It shall also apply to all name hires coursed thru private employment agencies (processing limited to 5 workers for non-accredited principals) or self-solicited name-hire requests of workers themselves.

3. The regulation shall not apply to the following categories that may be requisitioned by relevant and appropriate establishments or individuals:
   
   flight attendants
   medical workers in healthcare settings
   hotel workers
   female domestic workers for diplomatic households
   Balik-Manggagawa Assistance Center female clients

4. This regulation shall take effect 30 September 1986. The grace period will enable licensed agencies to fully disseminate the information to their concerned principals as well as upgrade valid job orders to this new requirement.

For strict compliance.

[Signature]
TOMAS D. ACHACOSO
Administrator

8 September 1986.